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Shared Benefit: Professional Linguists

How could MT augment translators/interpreters performance?

- MT for translators
  - A long-standing area of research

- MT for interpreters
  - Can MT-based tools lighten the cognitive load?
Shared Prosperity

Will difference between resource-poor and resource-rich languages reflect and amplify social and economic inequalities?

• MT data reflects world it comes from
• Impacts MT performance, but also nature of models

What can be done?
• Multilingual models
• Diverse evaluation settings
• Diverse research community
Accountability

From Asilomar principles:
“Designers and builders of advanced AI systems are stakeholders in the moral implications of their use, misuse, actions, with a responsibility and opportunity to shape those implications”.

• Dual use is inevitable

• What can researchers do in practice?
  • Probe weaknesses of MT
  • Develop systems that know when they don’t know
  • Engage in public conversation
Accountability

From Asilomar principles:

AI systems designed to recursively self-improve or self-replicate in a manner that could lead to rapidly increasing quality or quantity must be subject to strict safety and control measures.

Does this apply to MT?

• MT can self-improve
• Proliferation of MT translated content

• Safety & control measures?
  • Identifying MT
  • Watermarking MT
Accountability

Once we limit the use of human translators, where will we get human translation data from?

In the long term, can this affect the nature of human language itself?

• Bilingual humans are here to stay

• Language is always changing
• MT can amplify change
  • reinforce linguistic hegemony
  • amplify work of “language activists”
Malagasy
Digital Activism


Malagasy GlobalVoices & Wikipedia story
Source: “Digital Cosmopolitans” Zuckerman, 2013 chap. 5
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